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Kanupriya asks: My birth details are as follows: DOB is 6th November 1990, TOB is 8.44 PM,
and, POB is Dehradun, Uttarakhand, India. Which gemstones should I wear? I have been
advised to wear Opal and Neelam. Should I wear these two gemstones?

Astrologer Ashutosh: Kanupriya! you were born in Gemini (Mithun) ascendant and Taurus
(Vrishabh) Moon-Sign. You are in Jupiter-Sun antardasha from 1st February 2024 to 19th
November 2024. In your horoscope, Venus is placed with Sun and Mercury in the 5th house in
Tula (Libra). Saturn is placed in the 7th house in Dhanu (Sagittarius). Mars-Moon are in
Vrishabh (Taurus) in the 12th house creating a powerful Mangal dosha. Ketu-Jupiter are in the
2nd house in Cancer (Kark) and Rahu is in the 8th house in Makar (Capricorn). 

  

You can wear a gemstone for Shani but I would not suggest you to wear a gemstone for
Shukra. Opal is a gemstone for Venus (Shukra). Venus is fully combust and not so powerful and
beneficial as it should be in its own sign in 5th house. Any gemstone worn for a weak planet
does not make it stronger but enhances its harmful effects. 

I suggest that you should wear only a gemstone for Saturn. And, initially, wear a superior quality
amethyst, more than 15 carats in weight, in a silver pendant in a silver or gold chain. Then, after
a few years, you can wear a Neelam (Blue Sapphire) of good quality in a silver ring or pendant. 

Some other remedies for you which you can do instead of wearing a gemstone for Shukra - 

1. Wear clothes more often of different shades of Blue, Green and Violet. Avoid wearing Black,
Grey, Red and full White. Apply these colour related suggestions to your other things of day to
day use. 

2. Use a good perfume, preferrably natural ones. Keep fresh flowers in your room or keep
plants with flowers in your room or house. 

3. Avoid food and drinks which are too spicy or harsh in taste. 

4. Do not stay awake till late at nights. Having proper sleep also enhances the powers of Venus.
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Our  experts answer your one free question which can be asked  by sending an  email with your
birth details and one specific question on  the email id  given below -

Please   note that all questions and answers provided here will be published  and  will be visible
to all visitors to this website and they will be   visible in the search results or google and other
search engines too.   Publishing of personal details on public websites could prove harmful in  
some ways  for some people. We clearly state that no question or  answer  will be deleted or
edited once it is published here. So, no such   request for deletion/edition will be considered
once the article has  been published. Therefore,  ask free and publicly visible questions here 
only at your own risk and  responsibility. We are not legally liable  for any such information 
published on our website. 

The  private consultations are the  safest option in any case. For private  consultations you can
select the  paid consultation options through the  'Consult' menu or you can contact  us through
the email address provided  in the description of each  consultation option and our executive will
 guide you about the procedure  of payment and consultation.

The  answers under this free  questions & answers option have been given  free of cost on the
basis  of the birth data provided to us. We have no  way to verify whether the  birth details are
correct or not. Only one  free reply will be given  per horoscope (judged by the birth details,  not
the name), that too when our experts find time from their busy  schedule. If you need a quicker
answer to your question and/or for  further  astrological queries arising on basis of the answers
of the  free questions  published on our website please avail one of the paid  consultation 
options. 
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